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TYPICAL HIGH POWERED FAN CONNECTION
This setup turns the fan on with a fan temperature sender,  or a manual override.

maxi-fuse 
cover

70 Amp relay
maxi-fuse 
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Typical two speed fan wired as single speed:
Gray - low speed
Brown - high speed
Black - ground

Optionally, the gray and brown wires can be
connected together to the power lead wire.
The fan will now operate at high speed.
Consult the fan manufacturers instructions
for further details. GM COLUMN MOUNT

DASH MOUNT
UNIVERSAL

PART #

DESCRIPTION:

70 Amp Fan Relay 
Connection Kit

510002

92968251  Instruction sheet  rev 4.0  02/10/2023

pink

red

black

Attach directly to positive battery post
or positive battery cable with in-line fuse

to 12v switched source

orange

manual toggle switch

engine temp switch
OR

to ground

OR

Typical one speed fan

Typical two speed fan
wired as single speed

Fuse holder
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AC thermo switch

Trinary Switch
High pressure compressor cutoff
Low pressure compressor cutoff
Preset pressure for fan relay ground

from A/C harness "on" switch

12V ignition Black/ green or red/ w
hite

Blue/white

Blue/white

Black/green
or
black/white

Blue/red or Blue

A/C
compressor

clutch
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pink

red

black

orange

manual toggle switch

engine temp switch

to ground

Typical one speed fan

TYPICAL HIGH POWERED FAN WITH A/C TRINARY SWITCH
This setup turns the fan on with a typical ground trigger A/C trinary switch, 
a fan temperature sender,  or a manual override.

Fuse holder

to 12v switched source

Attach directly to positive battery post
or positive battery cable with in-line fuse


